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Abstract—Plant developmental genetics as a scientific discipline integrates data from such different fields of
biology as embryology, plant anatomy, molecular biology and genetics, and studies their interactions in the
course of plant development. To date, traditional publication of scientific studies in articles is supplemented by
presenting in databases the data generated by high-throughoutput methods in genomics, transcriptomics, proteomics, and phenomics. The information burst, caused both by genome-scale research projects and growth in
the number of articles, requires the development of general standards of annotating data from different sources
for their integration and comparison. In this review, we present classification and analysis of existing databases,
in which the user can find various data on plant developmental genetics, and discuss problems of these data integration both within informational resources and among them..
DOI: 10.1134/S1022795409110052

INTRODUCTION
From the time of its appearance as a branch of developmental biology, developmental genetics encompassed evidence on genetic aspects of development
gathered in different biological disciplines [1]. Developmental processes are based on differential gene
activity and on the regulation of this activity at the level
of gene networks [2]. During development, cells
exchange information via signal transmission, resulting
in coordinated gene expression. To understand causal
relationships among molecular events, growth, differentiation, cell division, and later formation of tissues
and organs, all aspects of development as an intricate
complex system should be considered. To this end, one
should integrate information on the participants
involved in development (external and internal signals,
genes, mRNAs, proteins, and protein complexes) and
on their interactions in various cell types, tissues, and
organs.
The results of experiments on diverse developmental processes are published as scientific articles in various journals, forming a multitude of scattered and heterogeneous data, the volume of which increases each
year. Of course, each experimental paper, and more so
a review, deals with a definite area of knowledge, so
that information from different publications is compared, yet the size of this area and the specification of
the data are always limited. Moreover, the rapid
advance and wide employment of new methods for
investigating gene activity resulted in the accumulation
of huge arrays of experimental data from genome-scale
experiments, which require understanding, interpreta-

tion, and comparison both with one another and with
other observations [3, 4]. In modern bioinformatics,
databases are developed to integrate information from
different observations and experiments. Related to this,
a wide range of methods have been developed, aimed at
formation of databases, maintaining their functioning,
and effective use [2−4], including:
(i) ontologies and knowledge bases on developmental stages and anatomical elements;
(ii) annotation technologies and standard formats
for presentation of data on gene expression and phenotypes;
(iii) methods of meta-analysis of the data, based on
their comparison, systematization, and classification
and aimed at deriving from them non-contradictory and
mutually supplementing facts that can be used for generating hypotheses on mechanisms of development (for
their simulation and further experimental verification).
The aim of this review is discussing methods and
approaches used in various bioinformatics resources
for classification, systematization, and integration of
the data. We describe here different types of databases,
in which the user can find information on (1) genomics,
transcriptomics, and proteomics of various plant species; (2) anatomy, morphology, and developmental
stages of wild type plants; (3) phenotypic abnormalities
caused by perturbations in gene expression; (4) changes
in the gene expression in different genotypes and under
the action of various factors.
The review was not aimed at including all databases
on the above issues, because structure and data types in
many databases are similar. Moreover, the number and
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Table 1. Databases on genomics, transcriptomics, and proteomics, accumulating information on various plant species along
with other organisms
Name

Description

www.site

INSD

International Nucleotide Sequence Database. International consortium on genome sequence
data. Contains three major repositories on genomics (DDBJ, EMBL, and GenBank)

[10]

GEO

Gene Expression Omnibus. Database on Gene expression. Database repository of high
throughput gene expression data and hybridization arrays, chips, microarrays

[11]

UniProt

The Universal Protein Resource. Major repository on proteomics

[13]

NCBI

National Center for Biotechnology Information. In addition to maintaining archive of nucleotide sequences GenBank, NCBI provides programs and informational resources for integration of data with other biological data

[17]

InterPro

InterPro. Database of protein families, domains, repeats, and protein sequence sites

[18]

wwPDB

The Worldwide Protein Data Bank

[20]

composition of information resources on the Internet
are constantly changing—new databases appear, while
others are terminated or stop updating.
DATABASES ON GENOMICS,
TRANSCRIPTOMICS, AND PROTEOMICS
OF VARIOUS SPECIES
First and foremost, we shall briefly describe several
well-known and widely used informational portals that
accumulate information on genes and proteins of living
organisms, including plants (Table 1).
Databases are constructed for providing accumulation, storage, systematization, and analysis of large
information flows [4, 5]. A main source of new information for databases is annotation, i.e., formal description and characterization of biological objects, structures, processes, etc. Annotation can be automated
(employing special computer software, e.g., procedures
for gene search in genomic nucleotide sequences),
semi-automated (the results of automated annotation
are verified by experts), and manual (the information is
put in the database by an expert). Expert annotation
typically implies that the experimental information is
pulled from published research papers and conformed
to a standard format to be placed into a database.
In most current databases, all three annotation types
are combined. Improvement of the data search system
usually starts from a simple interface providing separate access to each stored data types, and then develops
to an interface for systemic search queries, allowing
integration of different types of data both within and
among the information resources [4−6].
Most current biological databases are genomic ones.
They can be classified into archives, or data banks,
where the results of experiments, annotated according
to a general standard, are submitted by various research
teams (Table 1). Such information resources accumulating experimental data on all living organisms primaRUSSIAN JOURNAL OF GENETICS
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rily include (i) international data banks of nucleotide
sequences DDBJ [7], EMBL [8], and GenBank [9],
which are united by the INSD consortium (International Sequence Databases, DDBJ/EMBL/GenBank
[10]; (ii) GEO database on transcriptomics (Gene
Expression Omnibus), containing the results of gene
expression experiments using microarrays and other
high-throughput genome-scale technologies [11, 12];
(iii) UniProt databank on proteomics, annotating data
on protein sequences and on the structural and functional organization of proteins [13, 14].
The next step in studying the information stored in
centralized archives is re-annotation [6, 15, 16], which
for genome sequences means eliminating primary
annotation errors and supplementing gene descriptions
with homologous sequences and with inferred or experimentally confirmed gene functions. Investigation of
sequence homology in the genomes and detection of
gene functions are the fields of two “post-genomic” scientific disciplines, comparative and functional genomics, respectively. Comparative genomics examines
homology of and evolutionary relationships among
sequences of macromolecules. The objective of functional genomics is deduction and description of gene
function based on integrating data from genomic
projects (including data of comparative genomics) and
the data on gene activity from transcriptomics, proteomics, and metabolomics [6, 15].
The data obtained at this stage may be submitted to
an archive [16, 17] or accumulated at particular information resources (Table 1). For instance, the UniProt
database, containing information on sequences of proteins and their functions [13, 14], includes expert-annotated Swiss-Prot, automatically annotated TrEMBL,
base of clusters of homologous proteins UniRef, and
the original archive of protein sequences UniPark.
InterPro [18, 19] accumulated information on protein
families, their functional domains, and sites from
numerous databases, including Gene3D, Pfam, PROSITE,
SMART, and others. International Protein Data Bank
2009
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Table 2. Databases integrating genomic date in various plant species
Name

Description

www.site

TIGR Plant TA TIGR Plant Transcription Assemblies

[22]

PlantGDB

Plant Genome Database. A resource on comparative plant genomics. Annotates genome
sequences and transcript assemblies

[24]

Gramene

Resource for Comparative Grass Genomics. In addition to genome annotation, contains
information on genes, proteins, chromosome maps, molecular markers, ontology, etc.

[26]

PlantTribes

The Plant Tribe Database. A classification system for plant proteins based on cluster analysis of the inferred proteomes of the sequenced genomes Arabidopsis thaliana, Carica papaya, Medicago truncatula, Oryza sativa, and Populus trichocarpa. Contains also information on gene expression and protein domains

[28]

GrainGenes

Database for Triticeae and Avena. Database on genes of cultivated and wild species of the
tribe Triticeae and the genus Avena. Contains information on loci, genes, alleles, chromosome maps, and molecular markers

[31]

RAPESEED

Shanghai RAPESEED Database. Information resource on functional genomics of seed development and fatty acid metabolism in Brassica plants

[33]

LIS

LIS. The Legume Information System. Information resource for integration of data on
comparative biology (information on genomes, transcripts, genetics, etc.) in legumes

[35]

wwPDB reannotates the Protein Data Bank (PDB)
archive on the structure of proteins, nucleic acids, and
complexes produced by these macromolecules [20, 21].
Databases on Plant Genomics
In the postgenomic era, special databases have been
constructed on individual species or groups of plant
species (Table 2). Depending on the degree of knowledge of the species, such databases can contain, along
with nucleotide (genomic, cDNA, EST, etc.) and protein sequences, genetic maps saturated with various
markers (restriction fragment length polymorphism
RFLP, single nucleotide polymorphism SNP, etc.), data
on protein families, regulatory motifs, binding sites, the
results of transcriptomic and proteomic experiments,
and other information. The database content differs
among the databases depending on currently available
information and on the aims of the database (Table 2).
A significant number of databases contain EST
sequences of various plant species. An example is
TIGR plant Transcript Assemblies [22, 23], which is a
database of transcript assemblies (consensus transcript
sequences constructed via clustering EST and cDNA
sequences).
Many informational resources present data on comparative genomics (Table 2). Databases Plant GDB [24,
25], Gramene [26, 27], PlantTribes [28, 29] are major
resources accumulating such information. Although
plants species significantly differ in genome size and in
chromosome number and morphology, long chromosome region with conserved gene order (macro-collinearity) were detected [30]. Sequences of homologous genes exhibit different extent of conservatism
(micro-collinearity). To date, these characters are
widely used for comparing the genomes of various

plant species, their structures, function and evolution.
There are databases on selective plant families, which
can be used in comparative analysis of the genomes of
closely related species. These databases include, e.g.,
GrainGenes [31, 32], RAPESEED [33, 34], and LIS
[35, 36] (Table 2).
Model experimental objects of plant genomics, Arabidopsis and rice, are fundamental for comparative
genomics studies. The specific feature of such models
is a completely sequenced genome with high annotation and integration of significant information in many
databases. The key informational resource on Arabidopsis is the TAIR database [37, 38] (Table 3). In addition, two databases on functional genomics of Arabidopsis—MatDB [39, 40] and TIGR Arabidopsis
thaliana Database—-are widely known [41, 42]. These
three informational resources contain cross references
based on identifiers of Arabidopsis loci (AGI codes).
Each locus in the Arabidopsis genome has its AGI code,
which indicates the number of the chromosome carrying this locus and the ordinal number of the locus on the
chromosome. For instance, the AGI code of gene WUS
is At2g17950. It means that this gene is located in chromosome 2, and its ordinal number on this chromosome
is 17950. The WUS locus is located in the reverse
strand. Upstream of it, but on the forward strand, is
At2g17940, the locus of a gene with unknown function.
Downstream of the WUS locus is the locus of the
At2g17960 gene, whose function is also unknown. If a
new gene is detected between the At2g17940 and
At2g17950 loci, it will have the At2g17945 AGI code.
The AGI codes are currently used as identifiers of Arabidopsis genes in all databases. Along with the TAIR−
MatDB−TIGR triad, reannotation of the Arabidopsis
genes is presented in some other databases; for
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Table 3. Databases integrating information on model plants
Name

Description

www.site

TAIR

The Arabidopsis Information Resource. The basic resource on genomics, transcriptomics,
and proteomics of Arabidopsis. Integrated information on organization of the genome,
genes, proteins, gene expression, molecular markers, chromosome maps, biochemical pathways, mutant and transgenic lines, phenotypes, etc.

[37]

MATDB

MIPS Arabidopsis thaliana database. Database of Munich information center of gene sequences. Integrates information on functional and comparative genomics of Arabidopsis.

[39]

TIGR
The TIGR Arabidopsis thaliana Database. Database of the Institute for Genomic Research.
A. thaliana DB Integrates information on functional and comparative genomics of Arabidopsis.

[41]

GeneFarm

Genoplante project. Structural and functional expert reannotation of genes and gene families
of Arabidopsis. The database contains data on genes, transcripts, gene expression, and phenotypes of mutants of various plant species

[43]

RAP-DB

The Rice Annotation project Database. Integrates information on structural and functional
rice genomics. Contains data on MRSS analysis of gene expression, flanking sequences of
insertion lines, etc.

[45]

MOsDB

The MIPS Oryza sativa Database. Database on Oryza sativa of Munich information center
of gene sequences. Integrates information on structural and functional rice genomics

[47]

Rice Genome
Annotation

Rice Genome Annotation Project. Integrates information on structural and functional rice
genomics

[49]

MaizeGDB

Maize Genetics and Genomics Database. The basic informational portal on maize genetics
and genomics. Along with data on functional genomics, contains chromosome maps, information on loci and their alleles, molecular markers, description of phenotypes

[51]

Medicago.org www site integrating data on structural, functional, and comparative genomics and transcriptomics of alfalfa Medicago truncatula, a model for studying legumes

instance, GeneFarm accumulates information on automated and expert reannotation of this genome [43, 44].
Among a relatively high number of databases on
structural and functional rice genomics (Table 3), we
can cite as an example RAP-DB [45, 46], MOsDB [47,
48], and Rice Genome Annotation [49, 50]. The maize
genome is annotated in MaizeGDB [51, 52] and is also
represented in databases TIGR [42] and
MIPSPlantsDB [48]. The data on various fields of
genomics and transcriptomics of the model legume species Medicago truncatula are integrated in the
medicago.org resource [53, 54].
As a rule, databases on functional genomics of plant
species that are not model objects contain cDNA and
EST sequences, their assemblies, and chromosome
maps. Chromosome maps can be genetic, physical, and
integrated [55, 56]. Genetic maps or linkage maps are
based on frequencies of recombination between different chromosome regions [57]. Chromosome regions
could be marked with mutant gene alleles, chromosome
structure (e.g., centromere), and molecular markers
(nucleotide sequences of different length). Molecular
markers could be restriction fragments (RFLP), microsatellite sequences (SSR, simple sequence repeats),
EST sequences, etc. Mapping involves establishment
not only of the relative marker positions, but also their
association with loci for quantitative or qualitative
characters.
RUSSIAN JOURNAL OF GENETICS
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The physical maps are constructed on the basis of
sequencing of chromosome regions and the distances
between individual genes or markers on this map are
measured by the number of base pairs [57]. Juxtaposition of genetic and physical maps is an important stage
of genomic projects [55, 56]. Users can find integrative
maps, combining genetic and physical maps of one or
several species, in many databases (Table 2). EST and
cDNA sequences are used for constructing functional
molecular markers, transcriptional maps, and microarrays. Saturating genetic and physical maps by molecular markers and increasing the EST sequence sets permits detecting genome regions that are rich or poor in
genes, finding molecular markers linked with important
agronomic traits, and accelerating gene cloning
[58, 59].
The development of projects on functional genomics of selective plant species is accompanied by the
appearance of gene expression detected by microarrays, MPSS, and other genome-scale technologies, in
the corresponding databases. Many information
resources (Table 3) present description of collections of
introgressive, mutant, and transgenic lines. Thus, information resources on different plant genomes are transformed from collections of nucleotide and protein
sequences into tools of functional and comparative
genomics for determination of gene functions [60].
2009
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Plant

Develops from
Is a
Part of

Shoot meristem
Central zone
Peripheral zone

Leaf
…

…

Leaf primordium
Rosette leaf
Stem leaf
Types of links between terms in Plant Ontology.

ONTOLOGIES AS TOOLS FOR SYSTEMATIZING
KNOWLEDGE ON A SUBJECT AREA
Annotation of Gene Function. GO Ontologies
Integration of information on gene from different
databases requires standardization of terms describing
these data, i.e., development of controlled vocabularies
and ontologies. Controlled vocabularies determine
terms explicitly and consistently, giving an exact definition of the term and its synonyms [61]. By adding
links between terms in controlled vocabularies, ontology is constructed on their basis. Ontology is a domain
of knowledge represented by facts and associations
among them, based on formal logical rules [62]. Ontology is a generally accepted means for classification,
systematization, integration, and formalization of data.
The subject area formalizing using ontologies becomes
accessible for computer analysis. Using the same ontologies by different databases enables cross references
and data integration among them. The International
Gene Ontology (GO) Consortium develops terms
required for annotating the information on genes and
their products [63, 64]. In GO, terms are organized in
three knowledge domains, describing the molecular
function of the gene, the biological process in which
this gene is involved, and the cell components with
which it is associated. The GO information resource
[65] also presents descriptions of genes and their products using GO vocabulary terms for various plant and
animal species [64].
Description of Plant Structure and Developmental
Stages in Databases
Standardization of terms describing developmental
stages and structural elements in databases is required
for description of gene expression dynamics in space
and time and phenotype changes in mutant and transgenic plants. In view of this, the Plant Ontology Consortium of international experts has constructed Plant
Ontology [66−68]. Plant Ontology consists of two sections: ontology of plant structure and ontology of
growth and development stages. Plant Ontology was

developed on the basis of ontologies of structure and
developmental stages of Arabidopsis, cereals (maize,
rice, and others), as well as plants from the families
Leguminaceae and Solanaceae. The structure of Plant
Ontology can be presented as a graph (in mathematics,
a set of objects with connections among them), whose
nodes are vocabulary terms, and connections are associations of the following three types (figure):
(1) Object denoted by term B, is a specific case of
the object denoted by term A {Is_a (or Instance _of)}.
This connection indicates that the specific term is
related to the more general one, e.g., rosette leaf is a
specific term of the more general term leaf.
(2) Object denoted by term B, is a part the object
denoted by term A {Part_of}, e.g., the central zone is a
part of the shoot meristem.
(3) Object denoted by term B, develops from its precursor denoted by term A {Develops_from}, e.g., leaf
develops from leaf primordium.
Terms of the ontology and connections between
them are recognized by computer programs, which provide automated processing of and search for information [67, 68]. At present, Plant Ontology
enables cross references and general queries for various plant information resources;
provides a general basis for annotating data of various experiments and promotes integration of information on plant development from classical plant developmental genetics, genomics, transcriptomics, proteomics, and phenomics;
solves previous contradictions such as use of one
term to denote different anatomical structures in different plant species or, conversely, use of different terms
for similar anatomical structures;
standartizes terms denoting developmental stages
and structural elements of plants of different
angiosperm species and promotes the advance of plant
comparative developmental genetics.
TAIR [37], Gramene [26], MaizeGDB [51], and
other databases use Plant Ontology for describing gene
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Table 4. Databases on whole-genome plant transcriptomics
Name

Description

Method

www.site

Genevestigator Genevestigator is a reference expression database and a meta analy- Microarrays
sis system for various organisms, including Arabidopsis, rice, and
wheat

[72]

BAR

The BioArray Resource. Resource for functional genomics of Arabi- Microarrays
dopsis and poplar. Contains several applications on gene expression
analysis

[74]

AtGenExpress

Atlas of Arabidopsis gene expression

[76]

MPSS

Database on results of MPSS experiments in Arabidopsis, rice, and MPSS
grapevine

[79]

PLEXdb

Plant Expression Database. Resource for description of results of mi- Microarrays
croarray experiments in 14 plant species and plant–pathogen systems

[80]

VitisExpDB

Vitis gene Expression Database. Database for gene expression in
EST, microarrays
various grapevine cultivars and expression changes upon interaction
with Xylella fastidiosa

[82]

Microarrays

Wheat EST da- Wheat EST database and Wheat big picture. Integrated resources on EST, microarrays
tabase and
changes in the wheat transcriptome during development. Wheat bp
Wheat big pic- contains description of wheat life cycle from germination to harvest
ture
TFGD

Tomato Functional Genomics Database. Accumulates data on
EST, microarrays
changes during fruit maturation in expression of key genes controlling this process in wild type and mutants

[85, 86]

[87]

expression, mutant phenotypes, and natural diversity of
various species.

type 3 experiments, the information is annotated from
published papers.

DATABASES ON PLANT GENE EXPRESSION

Databases on Whole Genome Studies
of Plant Gene Expression
Currently, studies of plant gene expression using
microchips are widespread. Depending on the type of
microchip used, there are several varieties of this technique: cDNA membrane arrays (macroarrays), cDNA
microarrays, oligonucleotide microarrays. The most
widely used are oligo and cDNA microarrays, which
exhibit highest sensitivity. Many databases on plant
genomics contain information on the results of microarray studies of gene expression (Tables 2, 3). In addition,
specialized databases have been developed (Table 4),
which consist of (1) a depositary of raw data with
description of experiments according to the MIAME
(minimum information about a microarray experiment)
standards [70] and (2) software for analysis of the raw
data and visualization of the results. According to the
MIAME, the experiment description lists the genotype,
the structural element in which the expression was measured, and the stage of plant development [70]. The
description uses terms from the existing ontologies,
which significantly facilitates integration and analysis of
data from different experiments [71].

Databases integrating information on gene expression (Tables 4, 5) are aimed to describe gene expression
patterns in the wild type, in different genetic backgrounds, and after various treatments. Information
resources annotate gene expression patterns produced
in four types of experiments:
(1) transcriptome studies using high throughoutput
technologies e.g. microarrays, MPSS (Massive Parallel
Signature Sequencing), and EST (Expressed sequence
tags);
(2) genome-scale studies of collections of transgenic lines carrying reporter constructions;
(3) expression patterns of specific genes, detected
by their mRNA levels using PCR, in situ hybridization,
reporter genes, etc., and
(4) expression patterns of genes, detected by their
protein levels.
In the type 3 experiments, lines from genetic collections carrying reporter constructs are also often used.
The main difference lies in the fact that in databases on
RUSSIAN JOURNAL OF GENETICS
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Table 5. Database accumulating the results of experiments on detecting expression of specific genes
Name

Description

www.site

AREX

The Arabidopsis Gene Expression Database. Database on Arabidopsis gene expression in
the root from genome-wide (microarrays) and gene-specific (in situs, promoter :: reporter
constructs, etc.) sources

[89]

TIGR

Section “Expression Profiling of Arabidopsis Transcriptome” presents a profile catalog of
expression of Arabidopsis genes, generated by Quantitative Real Time PCR and reporter
genes

[92]

Oryza Tag Line Integrated database on rice functional genomics. Contains information on rice gene expression from experiments with reporter genes

[95]

RMD

Rice Mutant Database. Contains information on reporter-gene expression patterns in rice ET
lines

[97]

AGNS

The Arabidopsis GeneNet Supplementary Database. Annotates from published articles data
on the expression of key developmental Arabidopsis genes

[99]

Oryzabase

Integrated Rice Science Database. Database on functional rice genomics. Contains also annotations of data on rice gene expression from published articles

[100]

GeneFarm

Along with other data on functional plant genomics (Table 3), contains information on gene
expression from published articles

[43]

Let us consider a number of databases, whose primary content is information of gene expression, produced in whole genome experiments (Table 4). Genevestigator [72, 73] accumulates and analyses the information on gene expression obtained in microarray
experiments in Arabidopsis, wheat, and rice. The application Digital Northern retrieves for a chosen experiment the expression of gene groups including up to ten
genes. The Gene Correlation constructs diagrams of
correlation of the gene expression with the expression
of other genes. Gene Atlas estimates the gene expression in different tissues and detects tissue-specific
genes. The application Gene Chronologer visualizes
changes in the gene expression during the development.
Mutant Surveyor enables detection of mutants with
altered expression of the specific gene. The Response
Viewer program builds gene expression profiles in
response to various stimuli and detects genes whose
expression change in response to the chosen factor. The
results of the experiments are presented as histograms.
In the BAR (Bio-Array Resource) database [74, 75]
(Table 4), the Expression Angler program helps finding
gene groups with the same stress response or tissue and
stage-specific genes from any five experiments. The
Sampler Angler identifies in the database the expression profile that is the most similar to the given one,
which can be used for typing mutant lines and the
results of various treatments. The Expression Browser
shows the gene expression level in the particular experiment. In the e_FP Browser (electronic Fluorescent Pictograph Browser), a query with the gene name presents
a picture of the anatomical elements of Arabidopsis and
poplar with the relative expression level of the gene.

The AtGenExpress [76, 77] (Table 4) presents the
results of various types of experiments (changes of
gene expression during development, by treatment with
hormones, abiotic stress, illumination, pathogens) in
tabular forms or as plots. The information on the gene
expression in different anatomical elements, at different developmental stages, in different genotypes, under
different growth conditions or stresses is presented in
one plot. In plots of the AtGE DEVELOPMENT section, the abscissa gives the regions of expression presentation in the root, stem, leaf, whole plant, shoot
apex, flower, floral organs, seeds, and the ordinate, the
expression intensity. Each point on the plot is provided
with an annotation, presenting the identifier of the original experiment, the expression level, the description of
the experiment, the genotype, the anatomical element
and its developmental stage, the plant age, the light
intensity and soil substrate, the type of treatment or acting stress factor, and the duration of treatment or the
exposure to the factor.
The MPSS (Massive Parallel Signature Sequencing)
method is an alternative to microarray technologies in
investigation of plant gene expression. The MPSS
enables to concurrently examine more than one million
transcripts, which can be presented in the pool of interest by less than 10 or more than 50000 copies [78]. This
method quantitatively describes gene expression profiles in cells or tissues by “counting” all transcripts in
them; its sensitivity is higher than that of the microarray
method, enabling to record low expression levels.
Using special software applications, the number of
transcripts from each gene is counted, so that the
expression level of the gene is presented as an integer.
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To compare transcript frequency in different libraries,
their number per million transcripts (TPM, transcripts
per million) is estimated. This standardization is performed because the total transcript number significantly varies among the libraries (such as libraries from
different plant organs). The data for a number of plant
species generated using this method are presented in
the MPSS database [79].
There are numerous other databases on transcriptome analysis. As additional examples, Table 4 lists a
number of databases that accumulate data on several
[80, 81] or individual [82–88] plant species. In a transcriptome database, the user can find a list of genes
expressed in a particular organ, tissue, or cell type, at a
particular developmental stage, in the wild type or an
altered genotype, or in response to stressors (biotic or
abiotic). The systems for data analysis implemented in
these databases enable identifying tissue- or stage-specific genes, genes of specific response to particular
stressors, or genes changing their expression in a particular genotype. These data should be further verified in
gene-specific experiments (in situ and blot hybridization, reporter constructs, PCR, etc.).
The information on gene expression in the root of
Arabidopsis is integrated in the APEX database [89–
91] (Table 5). The gene expression is described according to Plant Ontology. This database provides search
for: (1) expression pattern of the given gene (the search
is performed using the AGI gene code); (2) genes
expressed in particular anatomical elements; (3) the
expression of specific gene in particular anatomical elements; (4) the gene expression pattern in selected
experiment. The TIGR database presents the results of
a research project on investigation of gene expression
using quantitative PCR in various Arabidopsis tissues
in the wild type and after treatments with hormones (or
other biologically active substances), as well as under
different growth conditions [92, 93]. This database contains information on more than 4000 genes, whose
expression cannot be revealed using cDNA microarrays
(because of the absence of the probes or low expression
of these genes).
Databases on Gene Expression in Collections
of Transgenic Lines with Reporter Constructs
Transformation by means of the so-called enhancer
trap (ET) [94], which is T-DNA with an inserted
reporter gene, e.g., GUS (β-glucoronidase) or GFP
(green fluorescent protein), may lead to incorporation
of this genetic construct in the physical and functional
vicinity of the regulatory region of a gene and by this
way induces the expression of the reporter gene. The
next stage is identification of the gene in whose regulatory region the transgene is inserted, and description of
the reporter expression pattern as the expression pattern
of this gene. The TIGR database contains a section on
the expression of Arabidopsis genes in the ET line collection for over 1000 genes with unknown function [92]
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(Table 5). In the Oryza Tag Line database [95, 96] for
ET lines of rice, along with the images of the gene
expression patterns, there are their description as the
following: line identificator, reporter (GUS or GFP),
stage of development, organ, tissue, expression level,
and additional characteristics (e.g., tissue specificity).
RMD (Rice Mutant Database) is another database,
which describes rice gene expression using lines carrying reporter constructs [97, 98]. RMD employs a special text format: the presence or absence of the reporter
expression is indicated at each item across the list of
plant organs for each ET line.
Databases Integrating Information on Gene
Expression from Published Papers
Published articles are another very important source
of knowledge of gene function in development. Since
gene expression data from published papers are annotated by experts, it is more labor-consuming. The TAIR
database [37] gives a brief description of the gene
expression and regulation of this expression in the
Description section (textual, non-formalized description of the gene function) and the complete description
of the gene expression in structured format based on
Plant Ontology, listing the experiment type and references to the publication in the Annotations section.
Using the structured format and ontologies is necessary
for establishing connections between the data and
underlies the work of automated archive systems, data
search and analysis [67, 68]. The main format fields for
describing the gene expression patters in many databases are fields: organ/tissue and stage of development.
In addition to these main fields, other fields may
describe experimental conditions (exposure to various
factors), type of experiment, source of information (reference) [43, 99]. Using the structured format, rice gene
expression is annotated in Oryzabase [100, 101]. In the
Institute of Cytology and Genetics, Novosibirsk, Russia, database AGNS (Arabidopsis GeneNet Supplementary Database) [99, 102] has been developed, in
which data on Arabidopsis gene expression from published papers are presented in the structured format
(Table 5). In the GeneFarm database [43], the gene
expression is annotated for rice, Arabidopsis, Brassica
napus, Glycine max, Hordeum vulgare, Lycopersicon
esculentum, Medicago sativa, Phaseolus vulgaris,
Triticum aestivum, Zea mays, Nicotiana alata, Vigna
unguiculata, Daucus carota, Nicotiana plumbaginifolia, and Beta vulgaris. In all databases listed in this section the expression of genes in wild-type is annotated.
In databases GeneFarm and AGNS, in addition to
search for the gene name [99], one can also conduct the
search in other format fields, i.e., search for gene
expression in a particular anatomical element or at a
particular developmental stage. GeneFarm [43] provides additional search by the type of the experiment
and its conditions. AGNS [99] also enables finding
genes coexpressed with the given gene. AGNS also
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annotates gene expression in mutant and transgenic
plants and has queries, using which one can learn
(1) which mutants and transgenic plants exhibit altered
this gene expression and (2) the expression of which
genes is regulated by other genes in this anatomical element or at this stage of development. For annotation of
gene expression, AGNS develops its own ontology, in
which, along with terms from Plant Ontology, many
additional terms are introduced for anatomical elements and developmental stages, allowing for more
precise description of gene expression domains and
their changes during development. The AGNS Ontology provides a detailed description of each term by taking all details from published papers with corresponding references. As a result, the AGNS Ontology can be
regarded as a knowledge base on developmental
changes in Arabidopsis anatomy and morphology.
Databases on the Expression of Plant Proteins
Information on plant proteins can be found in many
of the databases listed above and in specialized databases on plant proteomics. Effective techniques for
studying protein concentrations by mass spectroscopy
(MS) and software programs for MS data analysis on
plants with sequenced genome enabled quantitative
examination of gene expression at proteomic level.
Such data are presented in a number of databases.
ProMEX [103, 104], is a database on peptides mapping
to Arabidopsis and alfalfa proteins for quantitative
analysis of protein concentrations and protein identification. AtProteome [105, 106] is a proteomic map of
Arabidopsis, based on MS data on protein extracts from
various organs and different developmental stages and
in undifferentiated cell cultures. Along with these, there
are databases on particular aspects of protein functioning, accumulating information from various experiments on one or several plant species. These databases
include, for example, SUBA [107, 108] on intracellular
protein localization; PhosPhAt [109, 110] on phosphorylation sites of Arabidopsis proteins; PlantsP [111]
and PlantsT [112] on phosphorylation and dephosphorylation of plant proteins and on transport proteins
[113], respectively; and ARAMEMNON, a database on
membrane proteins [114, 115]. Thus, protein databasing is extending from the accumulation of protein structure data to the accumulation of data on measuring their
concentrations and characterization of their activity in
different cells, i.e., description of the functional dynamics of these molecules.
DATABASES ON PHENOTYPIC
ABNORMALITIES IN PLANTS
On the Internet there is a vast diversity of databases
describing plant phenotypes. Most of them contain
descriptions of phenotypes of lines from various
genetic collections. In this review, we consider only the
databases that present phenotypes of plants from hybrid

populations and collections of mutants and transgenic
plants. Some lines from these collections were thoroughly studied experimentally; the results of these
experiments are reported in publications. The largest
portals on plant biology, TAIR [37] and MaizeGDB
[51], in these cases extend the descriptions of phenotypes by including the data from published articles. In
all databases, information about a phenotype can be
obtained by a unique identifier of a gene or an allele.
Information on phenotypes may be in text format or
structured by fields corresponding to anatomic elements, developmental stages, and phenotypic abnormalities [26, 31, 37, 51].
Databases Describing Phenotypes
of Lines from Genetic Collections
The possibility of creating complete genetic collections (representing a large part of genes in the genome)
and describing phenotypes of lines from these collections in databases makes a new field in functional
genomics, namely, phenomics [116]. In the series of
functional genomics field (structural genomics, transcriptomics, proteomics), phenomics is the last element, investigating phenotypic changes at the level of
genome-scale studies. The highest number of plant
lines used in phenomics was generated by insertional
mutagenesis. Insertional mutagenesis by T-DNA or
transposons provides for not only suppression or activation of gene function, but also for gene cloning and
identification. The existence of databases containing
gene sequences allowed researchers to develop more
targeted method of suppressing gene functions using
RNA interference [117]. RNA interference and most
insertion techniques produce lines with complete or
partial loss of the gene function. Enhanced gene function (activation tagging) appears when the transforming
construct contains a promoter providing consistently
high (constitutive) gene expression (as a rule, such promoters are various modifications of the 35S promoter
of cauliflower mosaic virus) [116]. Databases often list
phenotypes from several genetic collections of different
origin [26, 31, 118]. Along with collections of transgenic lines, phenotypes of mutants generated otherwise, ecotypes, and hybrid populations are described.
Description of hybrid population phenotypes is generally related to mapping and tagging of quantitative trait
loci.
A large number of Arabidopsis genetic collections
(ecotypes, mutants, recombinant inbred lines, hybrid
populations, and insertional lines) are maintained in the
Nottingham Arabidopsis Stock Center (NASC) [118].
The NASC browser, atEnsembl [118, 119], in addition
to presenting data on genes, transcripts, and proteins of
Arabidopsis from various resources, provides access to
description of genetic lines. The line description is presented in both (1) text format and (2) using Plant Ontology and ontology of phenotypic abnormalities developed in NASC (PATO, Phenotype, Attribute and Trait
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Ontology), for phenotypes of mutants in various plant
species. Phenotype is described using three term types:
object, trait, and value. The object is annotated in terms
of Plant Ontology; trait and value, in PATO terms. For
instance, the phenotype of increased leaf width is formally annotated as follows: object, leaf; trait, width;
value: broad.
Databases Gramene [26], GrainGenes [31], and
Panzea [120, 121] describe phenotypic (quantitative
and qualitative) traits in cereal lines and hybrids,
employing Plant Ontology and Trait Ontology, developed in Gramene [122]. Trait Ontology has nine sections, which include traits connected with (1) anatomy
and morphology, (2) growth and development, (3) sterility or fertility, (4) viability, (5) stress resistance,
(6) biochemistry, (7) productivity, (8) qualitative characteristics, and (9) other parameters. Anatomy and
morphology traits are grouped into characteristic of
shoot, seed, fruit, vascular tissues, plant cells, and cell
organelles. Growth and developmental traits include
periods of vegetative and reproductive growth, development of embryo, seed, shoot, sporophyte, fruit, root,
tissue, cells, cell organelles, and others.
Database MaizeGDB [51] uses, on one hand, Plant
Ontology, and on the other, its own ontology of anatomical elements and vocabulary of phenotypic abnormalities and describes, along with hybrid lines, mutant phenotypes. The vocabulary of phenotypic abnormalities is
applied for searching for information on mutant phenotypes. Inquire for any phenotypic trait provides a list of
abnormalities having this trait. For instance, the query
“purple” provides all possible anomalies associated
with altering the organ color for purple. Selecting any
of these anomalies, user will get a list of alleles resulting in it. Click on any of these alleles gives access to
description of mutant phenotype for this allele with references to the source of information (laboratory, author,
or articles); in some cases, images of the mutants are
provided. In MaizeGDB, also more complex queries
can be implemented, e.g., finding mutation leading to
abnormalities in a particular organ or changing a particular trait. In Oryzabase [100], its own classification of
phenotypic abnormalities is used along with textual
description and images of mutant, inbred or recombinant rice lines.
In ET lines [94], insertion of T-DNA with a reporter
gene generally results in loss of function of the gene
located in the insertion site. In the Oryza Tag Lines
database [95], in addition to images of ET lines,
description of their phenotypic abnormalities is presented in the following format: line identifier, name of
the mutant, class of phenotypic abnormality (e.g., physiology), trait (according to Trait Ontology [26, 122],
organ and developmental stage according to Plant
Ontology. Using this format enables to search for data
both by individual fields and by their combination.
Classifications of phenotypic abnormalities have been
also developed for rice ET lines in database RMD [97],
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and for Ds-insertional Arabidopsis lines, in database
RAPID (RIKEN Arabidopsis Phenome Information
Database) [123, 124]. Database AGRICOLA (Arabidopsis Genomic RNAi Knockout Line Analysis) [125]
contains information on phenotypes of plants, in which
gene activity is suppressed through RNA interference.
The phenotype description in AGRICOLA is standardized by format using two controlled vocabularies: of
anatomical elements and of phenotypic abnormalities.
In addition to query by gene name, AGRICOLA provides for searching lines with defects in particular
organs or having the same phenotypic abnormality.
The SeedGenes database [126, 127] systematizes
information on knockout mutant lines with abnormal
seed development. The phenotype description is performed with the use of four controlled vocabularies:
terminal phenotype, special characteristics, seed color,
and embryo color. The user is able to make integrative
queries with each of these controlled vocabularies. The
terminal phenotype controlled vocabulary is a standardized tool for description of preliminary terminated
embryogenesis including the morphology of the mutant
embryo and the stage in embryogenesis at which the
development was arrested. The special characteristics
include an increase in cell and nucleus size in various
seed parts. Controlled vocabularies “seed color” and
“embryo color” enable to describe in detail the color
shades of the corresponding organs.
Databases Annotating Mutant and Transgenic
Phenotypes Using Data from Published Articles
To date, some databases on plant genetic collections
started to input published data on phenotypic abnormalities in their lines. For instance, large-scale annotation of phenotypic abnormalities from publications is
conducted in the TAIR database [37]. In this database,
as well as in database GeneFarm [43], phenotypic
abnormalities are described by non-formalized text.
With this approach, the automated query is limited by
query for a gene or an allele. The AGNS database [99]
describes phenotypes using ontology and this allows
searching for abnormalities of certain anatomical elements or those characteristic of certain development
stages. The AGNS format includes also the additional
Treatment field, which enables annotating information
about the effect of particular factors (various stresses,
hormones, and other substances) on mutant and transgenic plants.
DATABASES FOR GENE NETWORKS
AND REGULATORY INTERACTIONS
Changes in gene activity during development occur
in coordination, i.e., they are implemented through the
network of genes and their products [128]. Gene networks determine cell differentiation at different developmental stages and transition from one stage to the
other. Reconstruction of gene networks is based on
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(1) experimental data on direct interactions between the
gene network elements (binding of transcription factors
with promoters, formation of protein complexes, phosphorylation and dephosphorylation of proteins, etc.)
and (2) hypotheses on regulatory interactions in molecular processes, based on indirect evidence, e.g., a
change in gene expression in a plant carrying a mutation at another gene, differences in phenotypic abnormalities between single and double mutants, etc. In the
former case, links in the network are called direct, in
the latter, indirect and subject to further experimental
verification.
Databases for Molecular Interactions
in Gene Networks
Most databases describing molecular interactions in
gene networks are devoted to binding of transcription
factors with regulatory elements in promoters. These
databases include the following information resources
and annotated published data: TRRD [129, 130], experimentally confirmed data on transcriptional regulatory
regions of eukaryotic genes; EPD [131, 132] and
PlantProm [133, 134], Pol II promoters with experimentally shown transcription start of eukaryotic and
plant genes; PlantCARE [135, 136] and PLACE [137,
138], cis-regulatory plant elements; AtcisDB [139,
140], cis-regulatory elements in Arabidopsis. PlnTFDB
[141, 142], RARTF [143, 144], and TOBFAC [145,
146] integrate information from different databases on
transcriptional factors of various plant species (PlnTFDB), Arabidopsis (RARTF), and tobacco (TOBFAC).
Many databases on functional protein interactions
annotate and integrate data on plant proteins. Databases
STRING [147, 148] and DIP [149, 150] can serve as
examples. In information resource Brenda [151, 152],
data on plant enzymes are annotated along with data on
other organisms.

align these networks relative to pathways annotated in
KEGG or to networks of coexpressed genes of other
organisms.
CONCLUSIONS
To understand how coordinated gene activity results
in the formation of complex plant organism, it is essential to integrate classical knowledge on developmental
processes, their mechanisms and disturbances in different genotypes with modern data from molecular genetics and functional genomics. Such integration by juxtaposition of experimental facts using computed methods
and algorithms for data analysis reveals new knowledge. On the base of new relationships among the data
found by this way, hypotheses may be formulized and
experiments designed to prove them. Consequently,
databases on genetics and genomics, providing access
both to experimental data and to their analysis, become
essential tools of research. Along with the basic portals,
such as TAIR [37] and MaizeGDB [51], integrating
data on model plants, Arabidopsis and maize (from
gene sequence to phenotype), there are a multitude of
databases on particular fields with their specific tasks.
The scientific community actively uses databases both
for finding information and planning experiments and
for systematization and interpretation of research
results in light of the data generated by other authors in
different fields. Now, system biology approach to
developmental processes not only guarantees the completeness of knowledge, but also becomes a method for
producing it. In the near future, this approach will be
implemented not only in databases, but also in quantitative and qualitative simulations that reproduce
dynamics of the mechanisms underlying cell, tissue and
organ growth and differentiation and enabling to conduct precise calculations for predictions on functioning
of these mechanisms at various developmental stages
and under different conditions.

Databases for Reconstructed Gene Networks
Plant metabolic pathways (e.g., hormone synthesis
pathways), as well as metabolic pathways of other
organisms, are annotated from published articles in
databases KEGG [153, 154] and MetaCyc [155, 156].
Metabolic pathways of Arabidopsis are presented separately in the AraCyc database [157]. AtRegNet visualizes regulatory circuits of Arabidopsis gene networks
on the basis of information from AtcisDB and data on
transcription factors [139]. Complex gene networks
underlying some processes, e.g., functioning of plant
meristem, seed germination, photomorphogenesis, are
reconstructed by experts in computer system GeneNet
[128, 158]. As genes belonging to one gene network are
expressed in a coordinated fashion, analysis of many
microarray experiments enables reconstruction of a
network of coexpressed genes [159]. In Arabidopsis,
for instance, such networks are stored in several databases [159−162]. In many of them, special programs
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